Here we explain the derivation of Eq. (8) using Eq. (7). For a single Yule tree, the total average length of the segments after time T is given by Ke λKT . If we assume that the genome is composed of n trees, i.e. that there are n families of duplicating non-homologous segments in the genome, the total number of matches in one genome is given by:
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The total length of the genome is given by:
Substituting Eq. (S2) in Eq. (S3), we obtain Eq. (8) of the main text, namely:
with A = λK/µ.
II. PAIRWISE DISTANCE STATISTICS FOR RETRODUPLICATIONS
Consider a DNA segment (coding for a certain mRNA) which is duplicated with rate λ for time T , while its duplicants (processed, non-transcribed pseudogenes) do not duplicate. We assume that, since the evolutionary pressure on the pseudogenes is expected to be weak (if any), the gene and its pseudogenes possess different mutation rates. This results in a tree similar to the one shown in Fig. S1 (C).
The evolutionary time that separates two leaves on such a tree is a sum of three times: the evolutionary time elapsed after the first retroduplication event, the evolutionary time elapsed after the second retroduplication event and the evolutionary time elapsed in the source gene between the two retroduplications. Defining µ as the mutation rate of a pseudogene and µ S as the mutation rate of the source gene, the evolutionary time separating two retroduplicants is given by:
where T 1 and T 2 are the times of the first and second retroduplication, respectively. Assuming a uniform distribution of T 1 and T 2 between 0 and T , the density of pairs of pseudogenes separated by an evolutionary time τ after time T is given then by
where δ denotes a Dirac function. This integral is easy to perform and results in Eq. (9).
III. DERIVATION OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF N (τ ) FOR COMPARATIVE ALIGNMENTS
For our comparative analysis we need to compute the Taylor expansion of the function N (τ ) at τ = 0. From Eq. (15) we have:
Using the Leibniz rule to take the derivative of this integral we get
and thus
Similarly, one can calculate all derivatives of N (τ ). Its Taylor expansion is given by
Moreover, applying Eqs. (4,5), the MLD is given by
Depending on which term dominates the sum in Eq. (S10), one can predict which power-law tail will be observed in the MLD of the comparative alignment.
In the case of comparative alignment of whole genomes one clearly observe the power-law with an exponent α = −4 (see Fig. 1(C) ). This indicates that the term N A (0)N B (0) is dominant. This is expected because of the existence of ultra-conserved elements in the genomes, such that the distribution of mutation rate does not vanish at zero, giving rise to N A (0)N B (0) > 0.
The MLD of comparative alignment of human and mouse exomes exhibits a power-law with an exponent α = −5 (see Fig. S4 ). This indicates that in exomes the fraction of non-mutating sequences is small (probably due to relaxed constraints on synonymous sites), such that the term with r −5 dominates, resulting in the observed power-law tail. Figure S1: Simulated trees, distance matrices and MLDs for different duplication processes. (A) Tree and distance matrix of a family of sequences for the case where all sequences duplicate with the same duplication rate, λ, and mutate with the same rate, µ, giving rise to a Yule Tree. (B) MLD for the self-alignment of a sequence consisting in the concatenation of all the leaves produced using the process presented in (A). Dashed lines represent power-laws with exponent α = −4 (red) and α = −3 (black). (C) Corresponding data for a family of pseudogenes where all duplicates stem from the same gene. The duplicated pseudogenes are not functional, and do not duplicate. They accumulate random mutations with rate µ while the source gene has a lower mutation rate, µS, taken to be zero for this particular example for simplicity. (D) The corresponding MLD for the self-alignment of a sequence consisting in the concatenation of all the leaves produced using the process presented in (C). 
